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Here is a new text that fulfills an emerging need in both higher and public
education and stands to break new ground in addressing critical skills required of
graduates. When working on their last book, It Works for Me, Creatively, the
authors realized that the future belongs to the right-brained. While Daniel Pink
and other visionaries may have oversimplified a bit, higher education is ripe for
the creative campus, while secondary education is desperately seeking a
complement to the growing assessment/teach-to-the-test mentality. You don't
have to study the 2010 IBM survey of prominent American CEOs to know that the
number one skill business wants is students who can think creatively. To meet
the demand of new courses, programs, and curricula, the authors have
developed a 200-page "textbook" suitable for secondary or higher education
courses that are jumping on this bandwagon. Introduction to Applied Creative
Thinking, as the title suggests, focuses not on just developing the skills
necessary for creative thinking, but on having students apply those skills; after
all, true creative thinking demands making something that is both novel and
useful. Such a book may also be used successfully by professional developers in
business and education. For this book, Hal Blythe and Charlie Sweet are joined
in authorship by Rusty Carpenter. He not only directs Eastern Kentucky
University's Noel Studio for Academic Creativity but has co-edited a book on that
subject, Higher Education, Emerging Technologies, and Community Partnerships
(2011) and the forthcoming Cases on Higher Education Spaces (2012).
Introduction to Applied Creative Thinking is student-friendly. Every chapter is
laced with exercises, assignments, summaries, and generative spaces. Order
copies now or contact the publisher for further information.
What rational justification is there for conceiving of all living things as possessing
inherent worth? In Respect for Nature, Paul Taylor draws on biology, moral
philosophy, and environmental science to defend a biocentric environmental ethic
in which all life has value. Without making claims for the moral rights of plants
and animals, he offers a reasoned alternative to the prevailing anthropocentric
view--that the natural environment and its wildlife are valued only as objects for
human use or enjoyment. Respect for Nature provides both a full account of the
biological conditions for life--human or otherwise--and a comprehensive view of
the complex relationship between human beings and the whole of nature. This
classic book remains a valuable resource for philosophers, biologists, and
environmentalists alike--along with all those who care about the future of life on
Earth. A new foreword by Dale Jamieson looks at how the original 1986 edition of
Respect for Nature has shaped the study of environmental ethics, and shows
why the work remains relevant to debates today.
Ethical conflicts rarely involve clear-cut choices. Decision making in ambiguous
circumstances challenges personal values and professional ethics. The fog of
politics, personal bias, and past experiences factor into the choices made. The
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goal of this compelling collection of cases is to stimulate reflection about the
ethical dilemmas encountered in interactions. Thought-provoking case studies
address police misconduct, protests and civil unrest, school resource officers,
questionable prosecutorial practices, the challenges of a pandemic for prisons,
the influence of politics, ethnic/gender/sexual preference bias, family conflict,
immigration, perceptions of terrorism, and executing someone who may be
innocent. The experiential approach presents readers with opportunities to think
about decisions they might have to make as criminal justice professionals.
People employed in criminal justice have a great deal of power and discretion,
which can be used ethically or unethically. Introductions to the sections on law
enforcement, the courts, corrections, and juvenile justice provide background for
analyzing the hypothetical scenarios. Case commentaries and questions provoke
discussion about potential courses of action and the consequences of various
choices.
Demonstrating the practical relevance and import of many historically significant
philosophers (e.g. Socrates, Aristotle, Epictetus, Hume, Kant, Mill, Sartre, and
Nietzsche), Critical Thinking Unleashed presents a practical, non-technical, and
comprehensive approach to critical thinking. In contrast to other treatments of
practical reasoning, Elliot D. Cohen not only teaches students how to identify and
refute irrational premises_he also teaches them how to construct rational
antidotes to combat the personal, social, and political obstacles they confront in
everyday life.
Much has been written on servant leadership, but it is not always tied to
egalitarian leadership. Sometimes authority and power instead of God's love are
presented as the core of the Christian faith. The church at times derails, imitating
worldly culture, emphasizing entitlement that relies on an innate or permanent
human hierarchy of rank. Responding to today's conflict over leadership,
Christian Egalitarian Leadership calls us back to its biblical roots: what is
Christian egalitarian leadership? Why is it biblical? How does it work? Thoughtful
and devout Christian leaders carefully explain how sharing leadership follows
God's intentions and is crucial to implement today. The theoretical and practical
ramifications of these concepts are extended to many areas of the Christian life
by numerous qualified individuals, women and men of different races and
economic and social classes. Chapters overview New Testament teachings,
biblical authority, Old Testament and contemporary examples, God's intention at
creation, pagan philosophy's influence on Christian hierarchal leadership,
multicultural and multi-ethnic leadership in the United States and Africa,
marriage, rearing children, equipping youth and laity, church planting, retirement,
and missions, from the cradle to the mission field.
Crises of Empire offers a comprehensive and uniquely comparative analysis of
the history of decolonization in the British, French and Dutch empires. By
comparing the processes of decolonization across three of the major modern
empires, from the aftermath of the First World War to the late 20th century, the
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authors are able to analyse decolonization as a long-term process. They explore
significant changes to the international system, shifting popular attitudes to
colonialism and the economics of empire. This new edition incorporates the latest
developments in the historiography, as well as: - Increased coverage of the
Belgian and Portuguese empires - New introductions to each of the three main
parts, offering some background and context to British, French and Dutch
decolonization - More coverage of cultural aspects of decolonization, exploring
empire 'from below' This new edition of Crises of Empire is essential reading for
all students of imperial history and decolonization. In particular, it will be
welcomed by those who are interested in taking a comparative approach, putting
the history of decolonization into a pan-European framework.
Designed for today's students through continuous feedback from students like
you, ETHICS delivers a visually appealing, succinct print component, tear-out
review cards and CourseMate, our online digital product that is proven to
enhance your learning experience and improve your grades. CourseMate
includes learning aids to accommodate your busy lifestyle such as an interactive
eBook, self quizzes, downloadable flash cards, all included at an affordable price.
ETHICS takes you on an inspiring exploration of theory and major contemporary
moral problems. Step by step, this reader-friendly text guides you through sound
reasoning strategies with its Thinking It Through modules, a course-long
examination of an important ethical issue. Attention CourseMate user: The
CourseMate platform is being sunset and will not be sold with this title after
December 31st, 2019. Cengage will support existing users of CourseMate
through August 1st, 2020. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Business Ethics Through Movies: A Case Study Approach examines a wide
range of ethical dilemmas, principles and moral reasoning that arise in
contemporary business through a series of popular films and real-world case
studies. Engages readers in learning about ethical theory by using movies and
both national and international case studies in business as the vehicle for
analysis and reflection Facilitates comprehension of ethical issues by showing
how characters in films confront issues, make choices, and face the
consequences Draws from a variety of actual cases in Business Ethics ? from the
1982 Tylenol poisoning and the 1989 Exxon Valdez disaster to recent examples
such as the Foster Farms salmonella outbreak and the chemical spill in West
Virginia Reveals the important role that ethics plays in setting the moral
foundation of a business or corporation Develops critical thinking skills through
applying analytical checklists to ethical dilemmas raised in films and in actual
cases in Business Ethics
Introduction by Salvatore Engel-Di Mauro Foreword by Ariel Salleh This book
takes as its object of critique one of the best known and most influential
arguments in contemporary applied ethics which is biologist Garrett Hardin’s
case for “lifeboat ethics.” John Clark analyzes the moral dimensions of world
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hunger, foreign aid, immigration policy, and population growth. Clark critiques the
“lifeboat ethics” as a way to explore in depth both the common and the
commons. It is about the truth we hold in common, and about certain falsehoods
that we hold in common. This book also contains Garrett Hardin’s 1974 essay
"Living on a Lifeboat"
What Would Jesus Really Do? examines what Jesus says (and doesn't say)
about complicated contemporary ethical issues including abortion, euthanasia,
the death penalty, war, homosexuality, and the family.
This volume on Luke-Acts as with all titles in the Texts@Contexts Series
highlights readings that make explicit the diverse contemporary contexts of
biblical interpreters. The global spread of contributors includes scholarly voices
from South Africa, South America and Hong Kong, as well as from the United
States. The chapters are organized around four themes. The first examines
interpretations of Jesus, looking at his childhood, contemporary context, and his
teaching – including whether Jesus' sympathetic response to disease and pain
might be used to advocate euthanasia. The second examines social categories:
gender, race, and class, including a political and racialized reading of the history
of diasporic Black America as a model for reading Acts as a diasporic history.
The third examines issues of empire and resistance. The final part looks at
society and spirituality, with a focus on modern contemporary contexts.
BIOETHICS IN A CULTURAL CONTEXT--PHILOSOPHY, RELIGION, HISTORY,
POLITICS presents a unique, philosophical approach to modern bioethics.
Rather than simply setting up debates about contemporary issues, this book
helps students understand that many of today's bioethical controversies are tied
to profound underlying questions fundamental as: When does life begin and end?
What is a human being or person? What is life's purpose? What is the ideal
society? The text is comprehensive and accessible, featuring a wide range of
content that is crisply presented and clearly explained. A multitude of interesting
examples and cases provides ample opportunity for discussion, debate, and
research. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
ETHICAL ISSUES IN THE COURTS: A COMPANION TO PHILOSOPHICAL
ETHICS is an invaluable resource in exploring the real-world intersections of our
legal system and a variety of pressing ethical problems. Accessibly, it reveals the
ways in which the courts have ruled on a range of issues, including: abortion;
euthanasia; assisted suicide; educating children; sex and marriage; gay rights;
war, peace and pacifism; environmental rights; animal rights; freedom of
expression; religious freedom; racial discrimination; affirmative action; sex
discrimination; capital punishment; business ethics; computer ethics. Composed
of excerpts from 73 landmark court decisions, on ethical issues, along with
helpful discussion questions and study guides, this book addresses a set of ideas
pertinent to undergraduate studies in applied ethics, critical thinking, the
philosophy of law, and political science.
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The second book of the WAWT series, Out of the Mailbox, takes WAWT out of its
home to a setting where it interacts with children. WAWT and the children have to
write to communicate clearly. By writing, they learn about one another. The
readers have space in the book to write and draw, thereby creating their own
story. The book is designed for children from 5-8 years old.
For thirty years, Peter Singer's Practical Ethics has been the classic introduction to applied
ethics. For this third edition, the author has revised and updated all the chapters and added a
new chapter addressing climate change, one of the most important ethical challenges of our
generation. Some of the questions discussed in this book concern our daily lives. Is it ethical to
buy luxuries when others do not have enough to eat? Should we buy meat from intensively
reared animals? Am I doing something wrong if my carbon footprint is above the global
average? Other questions confront us as concerned citizens: equality and discrimination on the
grounds of race or sex; abortion, the use of embryos for research and euthanasia; political
violence and terrorism; and the preservation of our planet's environment. This book's lucid
style and provocative arguments make it an ideal text for university courses and for anyone
willing to think about how she or he ought to live.
"Streamlining Library Services provides information on how to diagnose problem areas using
such tools as Pareto and fishbone charts; use brainstorming; organize a work-flow study; and
build and present cost studies. Special emphasis is placed on activities that should occur after
the analysis is concluded, including data analysis, study results, and making recommendations
to management. Guidelines are provided for managers and staff as they strive to streamline
activities. Topics include implementation issues and strategies that must be addressed as new
workflows and services are introduced, and organizational change issues and strategies for
building staff support toward change."--BOOK JACKET.
Applying Ethics: A Text with ReadingsCengage Learning
Online and virtual learning has developed into an essential aspect of learning technologies. A
transdisciplinary perspective is needed to evaluate the interplay between social awareness and
online virtual environments. Recent Advances in Applying Identity and Society Awareness to
Virtual Learning is a critical academic publication that provides a robust examination of the
social aspects of virtual learning by providing groundbreaking research on the use of 3D
design thinking and cognitive apprenticeship in virtual learning spaces for team science,
transdisciplinarity, idea incubation, and curation. It also identifies new patterns, methods, and
practices for virtual learning using enhanced educational technology that leverages artificial
intelligence, cloud computing, and the Internet of Things (IoT) to integrate 3D immersive
environments, augmented reality, games, simulations, and wearable technology, while also
evaluating the impact of culture, community, and society on lifelong learning and selfdeterminism to address critical problems in education, such as STEM. Focusing on a broad
range of topics including learning spaces, cloud computing, and organizational strategy, this
publication is ideal for professionals, researchers, educators, and administrators.
Published to coincide with the twentieth anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall — a definitive
and ground-breaking account of the revolutionary ideology that changed the modern world.
The inexorable rise of Communism was the most momentous political phenomenon of the first
half of the twentieth century. Its demise in Europe and its decline elsewhere have produced the
most profound political changes of the last few decades. In this illuminating book, based on
forty years of study and a wealth of new sources, Archie Brown provides a comprehensive
history as well as an original and highly readable analysis of an ideology that has shaped the
world and still rules over a fifth of humanity. A compelling new work from an internationally
renowned specialist, The Rise and Fall of Communism promises to be the definitive study of
the most remarkable political and human story of our times.
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Groomed for a place at a Big Name School since their obsessed, status-conscious helicopter
parents passed out cigars at the Stockstill General Hospital Neonatal Unit, the privileged
students of Pembrocton College Preparatory are ratcheting up the stakes in the race to get into
the nation's most prestigious colleges.The PCP juniors are gloating, jubilant at the rumor that
the valedictorian presumptive has received a B on her report card, a grade that will relegate
her to in-state hell. Her heir apparent, a three-generation Yale legacy, is the sole mourner at
the demise of her future—if only because her thoughtless academic lapse is going to derail his
plans to attend MIT.Across town, in the graffiti-covered halls of Stockstill High School, the
students slink to class, praying that they arrive without a knife wound—and dream of ivycovered walls. And with the help of a take-no-prisoners principal and an enterprising parent,
the students at SHS dare to encroach shamelessly on territory normally reserved for their
wealthy private school rivals.?Join the fray as a memorable cast of characters engages in the
latest rage in extracurricular activities: college admissions as a blood sport. ??Laugh out loud
funny, The Applicants lampoons the heights we scale—and the depths to which we sink—to get
into the “right” college. ?
"47 Minutes is a thin book, but deep; short, but memorable. Take the time to savor its words
and surreal images and its powerful, timely message for our rushed and stuffed society: 'tis,
indeed, the gift to be simple."-- John de Graaf, co-author, Affluenza: The All-Consuming
Epidemic
Life in lower class as offspring of a notorious thief was simple for the Quartar daughters until
accidental mishaps with the other classes of society turn their dirt poor lives around for worse
and better. Eight young women are taken from the slums into the high class world they never
understood only at first to find betrayal, suffering, scandal, revenge and corruption. Then,
before they know it they are wrapped in the grandest scandal their country of Galli has ever
seen. The kingdom of Cretaine is trying to overthrow the corrupted kingdom of Galli. The
Quartar family must betray their world in order to save Galli from a brutal civil war.
The real heroes of television crime shows in the twenty-first century are no longer police
detectives but forensic technologies. The immense popularity of high-tech crime television
shows has changed the way in which crime scene work is viewed. The term 'CSI-effect' was
coined to signify a situation where people's views and practices have been influenced by such
media representations, e.g. judges and jurors putting more weight on forensic evidence that
has been produced with high-tech tools - in particular, DNA evidence - than on other kinds of
evidence. While considerable scholarly attention has been paid to examining the CSI effect on
publics, jurors, judges, and police investigators, prisoners' views on forensic technologies and
policing have been under-explored. Drawing on a research sample of over 50 interviews
carried out with prisoners in Portugal and Austria, this groundbreaking book shows how
prisoners view crime scene traces, how they understand crime scene technologies, and what
effect they attribute to the existence of large police databases on their own lives, careers, and
futures. Through critically engaging with STS, sociological and criminological perspectives on
the use of DNA technologies within the criminal justice system, this work provides the reader
with valuable insights into the effect of different legal, political, discursive, and historical
configurations on how crime scene technologies are utilized by the police and related to by
convicted offenders.
In this revised and expanded edition of Bloodball, J. G. Van Tine probes the mind-set that
dominates media sport. By uncovering covert games, tactics and payoffs, he redefines the
hero worship that vaunts a tiny minority while luring the majority into conflicted passivity. As the
sporting audience rarely glimpses those who run the corporations and own the teams,
Bloodball attempts to ease this relation by revealing how and why the media disguise
corporate control and power plays, among them the History Fob, Getting Wa-Wa, Branding,
and Your Heart Belongs to Daddy.
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This best-seller combines text, readings, and cases to provide an outstanding introduction to
moral philosophy, engaging students in the most perplexing issues of our time without
sacrificing philosophical integrity. Numerous readings by philosophers and writers, and
contemporary case studies, make chapter topics lively centerpieces for discussions. Each
chapter begins with the author's presentation of the topic and is followed by readings with brief
introductions. This is then followed by cases that enhance the application of concepts to the
real world. Both readings and cases are followed by Questions for Analysis.
At just twenty-two years of age, Briana Mils finds herself at a desperate crossroads.Once a
promising student at the University of Oregon, she now finds herself alone on the streets of
Portland with only the clothes on her back, memories of a happier time, and the stray dog
that's adopted her. And she's got the drug that helps her forget.Briana's mistakes haunt her,
lashing her with severe consequence, forcing her to make a decision few would ever make.
Still, in a final attempt to make her young life count for something, Briana begins writing it all
down—everything—so that others walking the crumbling precipice of rebellion might leap to
safety before it's too late.She writes about her present struggles and the past. She writes about
Michael, the boy she loved and left behind when she went off to college. She writes about the
violent activism and drug that derailed her life. She writes about the demands placed on her by
a socially conscious mother, and the adoration shown by a proud father. And Briana talks
about Brody—the young activist leader who captured her heart, took it to the altar, and then
crushed it.What develops is an engrossing record of a young and troubled life, one both
beautiful and ugly, innocent and corrupt, lost and then found. And wrapped in its literary sinew
is a cast of characters as diverse and engaging as the stars, and an impassioned love story
sure to transcend time.What readers are saying:“Timeless…provocative.”“Characters so real
you'd swear this was a true account.”“A brilliant read!”Alone Among People is D. M. Anthony's
first novel. He lives in California where he's at work on his next book.This review is from: Alone
Among People (Paperback)A Compelling and Heart Warming Story, September 25,
2012"Alone Among People is at once an engaging, moving story and a provocative statement
about the thin line between thriving and sinking into an abyss as inescapable as quicksand. Its
timeless and uplifting messages of hope conquering despair, healing borne of love and care,
and peace at discovering one's identity are an inspiration. The author's empathy for the
characters and their plight betrays knowledge of what he writes, and offers the reader a unique
glimpse into a vulnerable and intimate place… his heart. I recommend this book to anyone who
has traveled through the anguish of darkness and longed for the light; it may just guide your
way."
Public Health Research Methods, edited by Greg Guest and Emily Namey, provides a
comprehensive foundation for planning, executing, and monitoring public health research of all
types. The book goes beyond traditional epidemiologic research designs to cover state-of-theart, technology-based approaches emerging in the new public health landscape. Written by
experts in the field, each chapter includes a description of the research method covered,
examples of its application in public health, clear instructions on how to execute the method,
and a discussion of emerging issues and future directions. In addition, each chapter addresses
the topic in the context of global health and health disparities. Such breadth provides readers
with practical tools they can use in the field, as well as a current understanding of conceptual
discussions. Illustrated with engaging case studies that enhance understanding of the
concepts presented, Public Health Research Methods is a comprehensive, must-have
reference ideal for researchers in all sectors—government, academia, and non-profit.
Teddy lived in a picture in Dominic's bedroom. Each night he magically left the picture and
went on adventures. He returned each morning before Dominic woke up. Mysteriously, each
time he returned, an object from his adventure appeared in the picture

Enjoy 20 limited-detail illustrations, designed for those who would rather keep it
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simple. Each page was hand-drawn and edited by K J Kraemer, with you in mind.
If you don't want to spend days on a project or just want room to get creative, this
adult coloring book is for you!
The inspiration for Chloé Zhao's 2020 Golden Lion award-winning film starring
Frances McDormand. "People who thought the 2008 financial collapse was over
a long time ago need to meet the people Jessica Bruder got to know in this
scorching, beautifully written, vivid, disturbing (and occasionally wryly funny)
book." —Rebecca Solnit From the beet fields of North Dakota to the campgrounds
of California to Amazon’s CamperForce program in Texas, employers have
discovered a new, low-cost labor pool, made up largely of transient older adults.
These invisible casualties of the Great Recession have taken to the road by the
tens of thousands in RVs and modified vans, forming a growing community of
nomads. Nomadland tells a revelatory tale of the dark underbelly of the American
economy—one which foreshadows the precarious future that may await many
more of us. At the same time, it celebrates the exceptional resilience and
creativity of these Americans who have given up ordinary rootedness to survive,
but have not given up hope.
Recent murder victim Tori can't make peace with the afterlife until she finds out
who killed her and why. With the help of a Portal Detective named Seamus, Tori
returns to the world of the living to seek answers.
Degradation, dehumanization, instrumentalization, humiliation, and
nonrecognition – these concepts point to ways in which we understand human
beings to be violated in their dignity. Violations of human dignity are brought
about by concrete practices and conditions; some commonly acknowledged,
such as torture and rape, and others more contested, such as poverty and
exclusion. This volume collates reflections on such concepts and a range of
practices, deepening our understanding of human dignity and its violation,
bringing to the surface interrelationships and commonalities, and pointing to the
values that are thereby shown to be in danger. In presenting a streamlined
discussion from a negative perspective, complemented by conclusions for a
positive account of human dignity, the book is at once a contribution to the body
of literature on what dignity is and how it should be protected as well as
constituting an alternative, fresh and focused perspective relevant to this
significant recurring debate. As the concept of human dignity itself crosses
disciplinary boundaries, this is mirrored in the unique range of perspectives
brought by the book’s European and American contributors – in philosophy and
ethics, law, human rights, literature, cultural studies and interdisciplinary
research. This volume will be of interest to social and moral philosophers, legal
and human rights theorists, practitioners and students.
With its practical, hands-on approach to legal ethics, the third edition of LEGAL
ETHICS is designed to ensure that readers have a solid grasp of the ethical rules
that apply in the legal setting. Comprehensive yet easy to understand, this
engaging book provides a thorough and substantive analysis of the major
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principles that affect how the practice of law is regulated. Filled with real-life
examples of lawyer and non-lawyer instances of misconduct, current and classic
case law, and discussions of famous (and infamous) people, this straightforward
book brings the material to life and demonstrates how courts interpret and apply
ethical rules to lawyers and their non-lawyer employees. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Help your students discover the ethical issues and implications surrounding
today's most compelling social dilemmas--from genetic engineering and cloning
to terrorism and the use of torture--with APPLYING ETHICS: A TEXT WITH
READINGS, 11th Edition. Framed by the authors' helpful introductions and
supported by a variety of readings and cases that reflect both sides of the topics
being explored, this best-selling book offers a balanced introduction to ethics
today. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description
or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
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